We are a totally comprehensive manufacturer of podiums and lecterns, as well as ballistic resistant furniture. From design and engineering through final production, each one of our fine products is exclusively and solely ours. We begin with indigenous raw materials and American Made components, such as our specially designed EWP207 Lectern Amplifier, and with the minds and hands of highly experienced Master Lectern Builders, we produce incomparable products.

We monitor the quality of the materials and workmanship at every stage of the manufacturing process. We employ old world techniques and standards and meld them with cutting edge technology.

Next we apply the finest, most durable finish in the industry following a scientific process while protecting the environment. We use state-of-the-art High Volume Low Pressure (HVLP) spray equipment and hand sand between coats.

Finally, our 35+ year relationship with the best box manufacturer in the industry provides carefully engineered packaging that protects our Lecterns and ensures that when they reach you they are absolutely perfect in every way.

We know you will be thrilled with your purchase and we guarantee our Lecterns for life. Our satisfied customer list is long and ongoing, every week more schools, universities, hotels, municipalities, government agencies, banks, individual consumers, restaurants, stores, and store chains add their name to our list.

Executive Wood Products is located at 230 East Springfield in Sullivan, Missouri
Serving our Government since 1982
Counselor (CLR235)

Our Top Selling Product!

The Counselor is one of our top products and it is easy to see why. This podium simply has the “Perfect Feel” about it. Whether it is the combination of features developed by our E-Team designers or the beautiful solid wood used to build it, the Counselor has a presence that cannot be denied.

Features

- Choice of wood species (Cherry, Oak, Walnut, or Mahogany)
- Classic square raised panel construction
- Drop Down Work Surface – angled for lecture or flat for laptop computer use
- Work surface also lifts for easy access to storage
- Hidden rear casters
- Fixed shelf in podium column for additional storage space
- Grommets throughout for wire / cable management
- Dimensions: 26.5”w x 22”d x 47.75”h
- Easy “No Tool” assembly
Counselor Evolution Lectern/Podium  
(CL235-EV)

The only way that we could improve upon the Counselor was to add the best sound package in the business. The Counselor Evolution w is a portable stand alone presentation center requiring no external cables or wiring.

Shown in Cherry with natural finish.

Features

- Choice of wood species (Cherry, Oak, Walnut, or Mahogany)
- Classic square raised panel construction
- Drop Down Work Surface – angled for lecture or flat for laptop computer use
- Work surface also lifts for easy access to storage
- Hidden rear casters
- Fixed shelf in podium column for additional storage space
- Grommets throughout for wire / cable management
- EWP Amplifier
- Speaker box with 2 full range speakers enclosed
- Handheld microphone with microphone mount, clip, and 15' XLR cable
- Amplifier tilt-out shelf for easy access to amplifier controls
- Dimensions: 26.5"w x 22"d x 47.75h
- Easy “No Tool” assembly
The Counselor Lift adds power height adjustment at the touch of a button. Our Lift models provide the greatest height adjustments in the industry, a full 15.75" swing.

**Features**

- Your choice of solid hardwood (Walnut, Cherry, Oak, or Mahogany)
- Electric Power Lift – height control at the touch of a button
  - To operate, plug the electrical cord that comes from the bottom of the podium into an outlet and use the up and down buttons located under the top section to reach the desired height
  - Presenter's side/work surface raises from 31.5" – 47.25" and anywhere in between
  - Audience Side/total height raises from 39" – 54.75" in height
- Drop down work surface – can alternate between angled and flat with ease
- 4 hidden casters (2 locking)
- Overall Dimensions: 26.75"w x 22"d x 39"-54.75"h
President Podium (PRES500)

As with all podiums from Executive Wood Products, this unit is masterfully crafted with the highest quality solid hardwood materials, design, and workmanship.

This is a phenomenal podium. Many compound angles provide its stately appearance and will add to any presentation. Perfect for the Patriot!

Features

- Solid wood in your chosen wood species
- Fabric covered top – choice of blue, red, or black
- Supple leather covered handrails
- Drop Down Work Surface – angled for lecture or flat for laptop computer use
- Work surface also lifts for folder and paper storage underneath
- Full depth shelf for storage inside
- Ample storage throughout podium for additional equipment
- 4 Casters (2 locking)
- Dimensions: 26.5"w x 23.75"d x 51"h
Presidential Lift (PRES500-LIFT)

Everything that makes the Presidential Podium so popular is now available with a heavy duty, super silent, lift mechanism which allows the podium to adjust to presenters of ALL heights. The podium has the capability of raising the work surface from 34.25 inches to 50 inches. A full 15.75 inch swing makes it possible to accommodate children as well as NBA stars.

Proprietary, eight part, “float” technology, from the New Product Engineering Department of Executive Wood Products, Inc. enables this podium to smoothly and silently change height while constantly and flawlessly maintaining all of the compound angles that give the pedestal its stately and unique appearance.

**Features**
- POWER LIFT – height control at the touch of a button
- Work surface raises from 34.5” all the way up to 50”
- Leather covered handrails
- Drop Down work surface – angled for lecture or flat for laptop computer
- Choice of wood species (walnut, cherry, oak, or mahogany)
- Fabric color choice (blue, red, or black)
- 4 casters (2 locking) for effortless maneuverability
- Dimensions: 26.5”w x 23.75”d x 43.25”-59”h
Presidential Evolution (PRES900-EV)

Larger than the Presidential, the Presidential Evolution is our top of the line podium that contains all of the bells and whistles in a beautiful blend of functionality and innovation.

The only exposed wire in this system is the plug waiting to be docked to your MP3 player. You can hear and feel the difference that our combination of high end components will deliver in a crisp, powerful sound that will fill your venue with an unparalleled clarity. Includes a Custom Hydrotuff Cover.

**FEATURES**

- Solid wood – Choice of Walnut, Cherry, Oak, or Mahogany
- Fabric covered top – Choice of Blue, Red, or Black
- Supple leather covered handrails
- Drop Down Work Surface – angled for lecture or flat for laptop computer use
- Shure Microflex 18” gooseneck microphone with mute switch
- Howard Miller Clock with matching solid wood clock housing
- 18” LED gooseneck light with 3 way rotary switch
- Hideaway feature for clock, light, and microphone
- Clean wire-free look from top to bottom
- Tilt-out amplifier station for easy access to controls
- Casters – 4 total – 2 locking for easy mobility / maneuverability
- MP3 docking platform – leather lined
- RCA cable for easy connection to MP3 or CD player
- 100 watt EWP Lectern Amplifier – Professional battery powered amplifier with charger
- Full range high output duplex speakers
- Tilt-out beverage holder to keep drink within reach – Glass not included
- Dovetail Drawer with full extension slides for storage
- Shipped fully assembled in a custom crate to protect it during shipping
- Dimensions: 30.75”w x 25.75”d x 51”h
Presidential Plus (PRES900)

This podium is perfect for the person that needs a larger size of the Presidential Podium and is also a great frame from which to design your own custom lectern.

As with all podiums from Executive Wood Products, this unit is masterfully crafted with the highest quality in terms of solid hardwood materials, design, and workmanship.

Features

- Solid wood construction
- Fabric covered top – choice of blue, red, or black
- Supple leather covered handrails
- Drop Down Work Surface – angled for lecture or flat for laptop computer use
- Work surface also lifts for folder and paper storage underneath
- Full depth shelf for storage inside
- Ample storage throughout podium for additional equipment
- Casters – 4 total – 2 locking for easy mobility and maneuverability
- Dimensions: 30.75"w x 25.75"x 51"h
The Presidential Evolution Lift is arguably the most innovative, functional, and beautiful lectern on the market today. Brought to you by Executive Wood Products, this podium has it all. It is loaded with high-end components and beautifully wrapped in solid wood and colorful fabric. Everyone can proudly stand behind this podium. It can easily be set at a height suitable for children and within seconds may be adjusted to accommodate NBA stars, all with the touch of a button. This podium comes standard with a powerful sound system that will deliver your message with unparalleled clarity. Ships fully assembled ready for use in a custom foam-board crate to protect it during shipment.

**FEATURES**

- **POWER LIFT** – height control at the touch of a button
- **Work surface raises from 34.5” all the way up to 50”**
- **Leather covered handrails**
- **EWP Lectern Amplifier included on convenient tilt out**
- **Shure Microflex 18” gooseneck microphone with mute switch**
- **18” LED gooseneck light with 3 way rotary switch**
- **Howard Miller Clock with matching solid wood clock housing**
- **Hideaway feature to drop clock, light, and microphone out of sight**
- **RCA cable for easy connection to MP3 or CD player**
- **Tilt-out storage shelf with leather lined MP3 docking station**
- **Drop Down work surface – angled for lecture or flat for laptop computer**
- **Choice of wood species (walnut, cherry, oak, or mahogany)**
- **Fabric color choice (blue, red, or black)**
- **4 casters (2 locking) for effortless maneuverability**
- **Dimensions: 30.75”w x 25.75”d x 43.25”-59”h**
StatesMan AutoGlide™  BCW019-AG

Perfect curves, compound angles, and proprietary technology form the StatesMan. The elegant one-piece, pedestal/base is perfectly curved, solid bent wood wherein all four sides are carefully joined to create seamless corners. The top is comprised of compound angles, solid wood, and balanced proportions. The top is an expansive

FEATURES

- 30 3/4" wide by 30 1/2" deep with a spacious 22 1/2" X 22 1/4" work surface
- AutoGlide Technology™, incorporated with the highest quality powerlift mechanism in the market
- allows this amazing lectern to go from wheels retracted, completely stationary, to four wheels extended, absolute mobility, at the touch of a button
- In the wheels retracted, stationary mode the StatesMan is height adjustable, using the whisper quiet lift, from a low work surface height of 34 5/8" to a tall 49 5/8", the unit moves rapidly and silently and may be stopped at any height in between
Graduate (GRAD411)

The Graduate Lectern is perfectly sized and economically priced. Designed for quality and sophistication, the Graduate Lectern is constructed using solid hardwood and hardwood veneers. This is a spacious lectern with 2 shelves, solid wood work surface with flat reveal, solid wood handrails, casters and more.

Shown in Red Mahogany – Also available in light, medium, and dark.

FEATURES

- Solid oak and oak veneer construction
- Choice of light oak, medium oak, dark oak, or red mahogany stain finish
- Solid oak handrails, base, and trim
- Solid oak work surface with book stop
- Work surface angles to flat reveal – excellent for mounting microphones, lights, data/power outlets, etc.
- Grommet in work surface for cable / wire management
- 2 shelves for flexible storage options – book stop on top shelf and lower shelf is adjustable
- 4 casters (2 locking)
- Dimensions: 22”w x 19.5”d x 45.25”h
The Collegiate was designed to fill a number of applications in both style and performance. The Collegiate uses only quality solid cherry hardwoods and cherry veneers for a look that is attractive in almost any setting.

Features

- Solid cherry hardwood and cherry veneer construction
- Inset doors with flat panel construction
- Pull Out shelf for keyboard or other items you want to access quickly
- Grommets throughout for wire chases
- Adjustable shelf inside equipment bay for versatile storage
- 4 hidden casters (2 locking) for easy maneuverability
- Dimension: 22"w x 19.5"d x 45.25"h
Collegiate Evolution (CPD677-EV)

The Collegiate Evolution is a stand alone presentation center requiring no external power supply and is ideal for many applications. Nicely packaged in solid cherry hardwoods and cherry veneer, the Collegiate Evolution was designed and constructed for years of quality service. Not only is the Collegiate Evolution stunning in appearance, it contains the highest quality sound of any podium in the market thanks to its superior sound components.

**FEATURES**
- Includes handheld microphone, gooseneck mount, microphone clip, and 15’ XLR microphone cable
- Speaker box, speaker wire, & speakers
- EWP Lectern Amplifier
- Solid cherry hardwood and cherry veneer construction
- Inset doors with flat panel construction
- Pull Out shelf (used for amplifier)
- Adjustable shelf inside equipment bay for versatile storage
- 4 hidden casters (2 locking)
- Grommets throughout for wires chases
- Dimension: 22”w x 19.5”d x 45.25”h
Full Pedestal Lectern (FPL245)

A very popular lectern. Constructed of Solid Red Oak and Oak Veneer plywood. Open in back with shelf for ample storage. This unit is beautifully trimmed and finished with your choice of light, medium, or dark stain. Finally, it is put through our state-of-the-art 3 step spray process that provides a water resistant clear finish and really brings out the quality of both the wood and workmanship. It comes with or without the 7” x 12” elegant cross on the front panel.

Features

- Solid oak and oak veneer construction
- Attractive flat panel look
- Decorative trim adds elegance
- Large solid oak work surface with pencil rail (22”W x 16”D)
- Abundant use of solid oak
- Dimensions: 20”w x 16.5”d x 45.5”h
Clean-Modern-Simple

CMS245

Our newest lectern line product, the CMS245 has a simple, clean and modern look, constructed of Laminate and trimmed with rubber edges for durability. Open in back with shelf for ample storage. Fixed Work Surface with convenient pencil rail, fixed shelf and floor. Your choice of gray or black edging. The top is 16 1/2” x 20”. It stands 45” in height and is 16 1/4” deep. Weight is 60 lbs. – Ships fully assembled.
Are you looking for an affordable, convenient, podium that has substance, but are unwilling to give up the quality of natural solid wood?

Look no further than the Senator. This podium uses solid red oak, and has a 24” w x 18” d work surface. It measures 44” in height.

Features

- 100% Solid Oak Construction
- Large work surface (24” x 18” d)
- Convenient storage space inside top
- Top easily removes for greater flexibility
- Removable inside shelf
- Hidden rear casters
- Dimensions: 24”w x 18”d x 44”h
Ambassador (AMB048)

This multimedia presentation center was designed with functionality and style in mind. The striking appearance comes from the 100% solid hardwood construction and classic raised panels which surround the unit. Overall dimensions are a full 49 1/2” w x 46 1/4” h x 31 1/2” d that will provide plenty of space throughout to accommodate your requirements.

FEATURES:

- Solid wood construction with classic square raised panels
- Double width multi-media work surface
- Choice of Easy Access Drawer or Keyboard Pull-out
- 2 convenient storage bays with doors
- Adjustable shelves inside base on each side
- Multimedia lectern – easily customized
- Casters – 4 total – 2 locking for easy mobility and maneuverability
- Dimensions: 49.5” x 46.25” h x 31.5” d
Ambassador Evolution (AMB048-EV)

This multimedia presentation center was designed with functionality and style in mind. The striking appearance comes from the 100% solid hardwood construction and classic raised panels which surround the unit. Overall dimensions are a full 49 1/2” w x 46 1/4” h x 31 1/2” d that will provide plenty of space throughout to accommodate your requirements.

**FEATURES:**
- Solid wood construction with classic square raised panels
- Double width multi-media work surface
- Choice of Easy Access Drawer or Keyboard Pull-out
- 2 convenient storage bays with doors
- Adjustable shelves inside base on each side
- Multimedia lectern – easily customized
- 100 watt EWP Lectern Amplifier – Professional battery powered amplifier with charger
- Full range high output duplex speakers
- Includes handheld microphone, gooseneck mount, microphone clip, and 15’ XLR microphone cable
- Casters – 4 total – 2 locking for easy mobility and maneuverability
- Dimensions: 49.5” x 46.25” h x 31.5” d
The Educator Series Multimedia Cart Style Lectern was designed from input by trainers in the United States Air Force and is perfectly suited for training centers, colleges and universities, high schools, boardrooms, conference centers, auditoriums and more.

FEATURES

- Solid Hardwood and Veneer
- Document Camera Drawer with lock – designed to house document cameras that fold down to a maximum of 27.4”W x 7.1”H x 21.9”D
- Choose Left or Right for Camera Drawer (as standing from the presenter’s side)
- Full wrap locking doors (270 degrees) for complete access to equipment
- Front and Rear 12RU rack rails to house equipment
- Two 10” wide CPU tower spaces
- Locking Removable Front Access Panel for complete access to the back of your computers and equipment
- Huge Graphite nebula Laminate Work Surface – angled surface with book stop
- Work Surface Slopes to flat reveal for mounting customer supplied microphone, data outlets, etc.
- Grommets in flat reveal of work surface for cable management
- Ventilation / Wire Cutout of lectern floor for ventilation & cable management
- Side Wire Grommet – opposite side from the Document Camera Drawer
- Black Laminate Toe Kick
- 4 Casters (2 Locking)
- Dimensions: 42”w x 31.5”x 47.5”h
Maitre D’ Station (MTRD024-036,-042)

The Maitre D’ Station / Stand is perfectly suited for the restaurant and hotel industry. Designed for the Maitre D’, this host or hostess station is beautifully crafted in all wood with solid wood trim and is available with a number of options to help you further customize it to suit your individual needs.

The Maitre D’ Station lectern or podium is available in 3 standard body sizes with ample storage and work surface space for reservation lists and/or menus. The top may be removed from the body for even more versatility. **The top may be used as a tabletop unit and the base can become a media cart.** The top section contains a wire chase and has a reveal area perfectly suited for equipment such as lights, microphones, etc. Attractive and convenient handrails and pencil rail are standard. You may store your equipment behind the included hinged inset doors. Also note the book match construction technique that allows the wood grain to flow from the top through to the bottom. The optional black laminate work surface matches the top of the base as well as the toe kick and center reveal for a very classy look. Oak is standard and you may choose from 3 stain selections of light, medium, or dark.
Serving you since 1982
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